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Uncover how you can supercharge your weight loss efforts and build muscle FAST with the
power of this detailed guide!Do you want to burn off excess pounds quickly? Looking for proven
strategies for losing weight and building muscle mass at the same time? Then keep reading!
Inside this book, you’ll discover proven, practical strategies for strength training. Designed to
help you build muscle and lose fat in the fastest ways possible, this book delves into the
underlying science of muscle growth, arming you with the tools you need to get fitter, lose
weight, and keep it off.From understanding the fundamentals of strength training to how you can
get started and avoid common mistakes, this book is your all-in-one ticket to the world of
strength training! Now you can lose weight, build muscle, and begin your journey to a healthier
life.Inside this detailed guide, you’ll discover:What is Strength Training, and Why Does it Matter?
The Best Way to Get into Strength Training as a BeginnerHow to Master Squats, Lunges, Pull-
Ups and MoreCommon Strength Training Mistakes to Avoid!Strength Training and Weights –
Which Are Best for You?The Secret to Effective DietingAnd Much More!So if you want to live a
healthier life, tone your abs, and build muscle, then this is the book for you! With tips and tricks,
practical advice, and a wealth of vital information, now it’s never been easier to get started.Buy
now to discover how you can build muscle and lose weight FAST today!



Strength Training For Weight LossLearn The Science Behind Building Lean Muscle, The Habits
And Strategies To Burn Fat In A Healthy Way And Keep It Off PermanentlyIntroductionDo you
wish to boost your overall body strength but don’t know how to do it right to get the results you
want fast while preventing injuries? Do you want to strengthen your core, build muscle, look
leaner, have some nice abs and a sexy beach body that screams ‘I’m healthy and strong’ to
everyone who cares to notice?It is true; strength training will change your life. Trust me; it is not
all about building muscle with strength training; you get to lose weight, be stronger, look leaner,
and feel better.And if you are looking to learn the ins and outs of strength training, this book will
get you started and hold you by the hand as it guides you through the basics of strength training
and habits you should adopt to ensure you burn that fat and keep it off completely.More
precisely, you will learn:The basics of strength training, including what it is and what it entailsThe
science behind strength trainingHow strength training brings about weight lossHow strength
training changes your bodyThe different types of strength training and the best way to
startMistakes you should avoid in strength training if you want to increase your odds of
successPowerful strength training exercises targeting different muscle groups that will help you
lose weight and build overall body strengthHow to introduce weights to your strength training
regime the right wayHow to eat right to achieve different goals while strength trainingAnd much
more!This is a complete strength training guide that will easily help you to achieve your strength
training goals fast! What’s more; it helps you strength train naturally without relying on any drugs
like steroids!Without further ado, let’s begin!Table of ContentsIntroductionChapter 1: What is
Strength Training?Strength Training And Your Muscles: The Science Behind ItStrength Training
And Weight LossStrength Training And Body ChangesChapter 2: Types Of Strength Training
And The Best Way To StartBodyweight TrainingBodyweight Training Mistakes To AvoidWays To
Make Sure You ProgressPush ExercisesIf You Are New To Push-Ups, Try:For Abs And Core
Strength, Try:For Overall Strength, Try:Pull ExercisesUsing Free WeightsProgressing To A Pull-
UpSquatsLungesChapter 3: Strength Training With WeightsFor Dumbbell TrainingFor Kettlebell
TrainingFor Barbell TrainingSo, where do you begin?Chapter 4: Strength Training And
DietConclusionChapter 1: What is Strength Training?In its simplest terms, strength training is a
type of physical training that entails using resistance to induce muscular contractions that
ultimately build the size, anaerobic endurance, and strength of different skeletal muscles and
brings about improved bone density.Strength training can be explained in depth by 2
actions:The movement of any weight (even your body weight)This involves engaging in any
exercise that drives your muscles out of their comfort zone. This, in turn, forces them to rebuild
and become stronger in anticipation of the next challenge.Progressive overloadThis involves
utilizing more effort than the previous work out (e.g., lifting a heavier weight or including an extra
rep) consistently. This forces your muscles to adapt relentlessly, which essentially means they
will continuously be rebuilding to become stronger.This means that if you move away from this
guide and do ten squats and ten push-ups, you have done a type of strength training known as
bodyweight training. It is that simple!But for the sake of specificity, let’s go in-depth where we



focus on the science and specifics of strength training.Strength Training And Your Muscles: The
Science Behind ItOur bodies have 642 muscles. All these muscles function together to help our
bodies stand, move and exist. They work in pure harmony. For instance, when you bend your
arm, the triceps elongate, and the biceps do the opposite (contract) so that your elbow can
bend.When these muscles get out of their comfort zone (by use of body weight or when you pick
up weight), this is where strength training comes in. Pushing the muscles leads to muscle ‘break
down,’ and they tear slightly, where, over the next 24 to 48 hours, they rebuild and become
stronger and tougher. These microscopic muscle tears are the basis of strength training, and it is
known as hypertrophy.This comes in 3 forms:Transient hypertrophyThis is simply a temporary
increase in muscle size that occurs as you train and right after, caused by the accumulation of
fluid in the intercellular space- commonly known as ‘the pump.’ Myofibril hypertrophyThis
focuses on toughening the myofibril (the contractile part of your muscles) to help you build
strong muscles.Sarcoplasmic hypertrophyThis concentrates on increasing the level of
sarcoplasm (a non-contractile fluid in the muscle). It helps build your overall size.However, these
muscle tears come with the challenge of muscle soreness, as your body changes and rebuilds.
Imagine this - these tears form in the connective tissue and fiber of muscles, so pain is
inevitable. But with enough rest and proper diet, full repair occurs within a couple of
days.Strength Training And Weight LossHow does strength training help with weight loss? Is it
even possible to lose weight through strength training? And if so, how does it happen?Well,
strength training helps you build muscle, and muscle has more capacity to burn more calories
than fat (3 times more). And it doesn’t end once you finish your workout. Your body keeps
burning calories for the next 24 to 48 hours, as it maneuvers to repair your stressed muscle
tissue. This is known as the “after-burn effect” or EPOC (excess post-exercise oxygen
consumption). The more oxygen you use as you work out and even after, the more the
EPOC.Other than that, strength training revs up calorie burn during the workout, let alone
through the building of muscle.We all have muscles right now, regardless of the amount of body
fat you have. The muscle is just hiding behind layers of fat.You should know that fat and muscle
are two different things and one cannot transform into the other. For you to burn fat, lose weight
and look lean, you need to build your muscles to make them tighter and stronger and to burn the
fat on top of your muscles.A great way to do both of these things simultaneously is through
strength training. So you will lose weight as you strength train and keep the muscle you have -
you don’t have to lose weight first before you strength train.So what sort of body changes should
you expect from your strength training efforts?Let’s discuss that next.Strength Training And Body
ChangesAs the body rebuilds its muscles (because of strength training), the muscle also
increases in strength and capacity. Usually, the old tissue is usually discarded before the
synthesis of new tissue. Consuming a lot of protein will help to provide raw material to help with
the synthesis of new muscle (we will learn more about strength training and diet later on in the
book).Keep in mind that it will take a bit of time to start seeing body changes. However, this does
not mean that the changes are not ongoing. They are happening; you don’t see them until the



changes are substantial enough for you to notice them.This is especially if you have a lot of body
fat because your body will constantly be burning fat and building new muscles, which can give
you the idea that you still look the same. Trust me; you will start seeing a leaner you sooner than
later.If you are above 30 years old, it is possible to start losing up to 3-8% of your lean muscle
mass per decade. So if you are above this age and begin strength training, seeing body changes
becomes more effortless. This is because if you have already lost some muscle mass, you
generate new muscle where there wasn’t any. Consistently strength training will enable you to
hang on to lean muscle for much longer and maintain that lean frame. It is possible to be more
advanced in age and lean at the same time.
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RG Jones, “An Excellent Primer for Beginners. Strength Training for Weight Loss is an excellent
primer for beginners who want to lose weight through strength training and proper nutrition. This
book provides solid strategies, tips, and exercises for those willing to put in the effort and hard
work to lose weight and build muscle. Unlike many other weight loss books on the market, it
does NOT promise a fast track method that could jeopardize your health, ask you to purchase a
lot of supplements or mention any fad diets. Instead, this book explains that it will take some
time for you to see the changes in your body, but it will work gradually if you combine the
strength training with the proper diet.Everything that Preston recommends in this book are tried
and true methods that are rooted in science and practical experience. He provides background
information about the importance of strength training, how it differs from aerobic exercise, and
how diet impacts muscle development and weight loss. The book also contains a list of specific
exercises you can do to begin your weight loss journey and all of them are relatively safe and
accessible for beginners. Each exercise contains a written description as well as a visual that
demonstrates how to do the exercise properly to avoid injuries. What is especially helpful about
these exercises is that there are always several options and modifications listed for each one
just so that there are alternatives for people with certain physical limitations.The text is easy to
read and understand as it does not have any jargon or arcane concepts. It is brief and goes
straight to point so that you can easily digest the content and immediately apply what you have
learned to lose weight in a healthy and efficient manner. I highly recommend this book for
anyone eager to begin their weight loss journey and make long-lasting changes.”

Victoria Maposa, “Great instructional guide!. First of all, I really appreciate how the author wrote
in a tone that is quite conversational. This helped me to get hooked to the book from the get-go,
as well as understand each and every word in the book. Moving on to the contents, the author,
first of all, starts by explaining what strength training is and its relation to weight loss. As a result,
it made the subject of the book quite clear. Next, we are introduced to the different types of
strength training and how to benefit from each of them. Lastly, there are instructions on how to
do some strength training exercises, as well as all the things that you will need before, during
and after each of the exercises.Overall, this is a great book that will help you achieve all your
strength training goals. Highly recommended!”

Kathleen, “Great Overview. Perfect timing reading this book! With the new year coming up, I've
been looking to kickstart my healthy habits. This book is a great little overview of exercises and
nutirition. There were some really great tips of how to build up to pull-ups that I'm excited about...
That's one exercise I haven't yet been able to master, so I'm going to try these steps out. There
are also some nutrition tips like what to eat before and after working out that are going to be
helpful. Overall, great overview guide!”
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